
hello BB
friends!

 In this "Choose Your Own Adventure" activity book,
YOU write the story! Grab your pencil crayons,
markers, or pens, get your imagination ready, and
create!
Each page has a spot where you get to fill-in-the-
blank or pick an option to help build the story for
your character. 
Follow the instructions, solve some puzzles, make
some choices, and see where your character ends
up!

Building Belonging Activity Book - April 
 15



pick an animal! 

draw them here!

Once upon a time, a ________,
named _________, 

give your animal a name!

looked out the window to see a
huge storm cloud coming their
way. 1



solve the puzzle to find

out what the storm

cloud really is!

2

as the storm cloud got closer, they
realized it was not a storm cloud at
all. It was a/n . . .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !!

 

AFRICAN
FOREST
HORTON
TRUNK
BABAR
GREY
DUMBO
MEMORY
IVORY
GIANT
TUSK
ASIAN

 

word search:



3

colour the elephant to find
out what happened next!

when you are finished, count how many
different colours you used...

if you used less than five colours, turn to page 4
if you used more than five colours, turn to page 5



4

when the elephant got close,
_________ saw it was their 
long lost friend! 
your character's name

draw their reunion in the boxes above!
then turn to page 6!



5

when the elephant got close,
_________ knew that they had
met before.
your character's name

how did they know each other?
draw their reunion in the boxes above!

then turn the page



6

cut along the solid
lines and fold along
the dotted lines to
make dice!
then turn to the
next page to see
how their story
ends



7

Roll 1

and they lived . . .
_______ ever after.

roll the to fill-in-the-blank

first roll

angrily

sleepily

happily

bravely

curiously

famously



THE END.


